
Birthday	Cards	
Five	of	Diamonds:	
Inquirer	of	Value	

Characteristics:  There is an internal 
sensation of not being satisfied in all Five of 
Diamonds. However, value and acquiring 
stable lives are what they desire to achieve. It 
is not easy for them to discover a vocation that 
gives both these two notions because they are 
frequently in conflict. Sales is an excellent 
choice for many. They can achieve great 
success in this arena because they are able to 
relate to all kinds of people. Both obstacles 
and blessings are the possessions of this card. 
There is a distaste for routine and hatred for 
any-thing that tries to limit their freedom or 
push them in any way that is the nature of the 
Five of Diamonds. They may never settle down 
for any-thing long enough to make something 
worthwhile and they have the wanderlust. They 
are capable, however, of bringing about 
security in an uncertain life and even 
discovering a relationship or profession they 
can stick to. Jobs and relation-ships are the 
main reasons for restlessness. Their kindness is, unfortunately, costly too and they 
will probably experience financial loss during their life. They have debts to pay from a 
previous life that must be paid in this, much the same as the Nine. These people love 
sharing resources with family and close associates because they are givers. However 
sometimes they can feel bitter about it because others take advantage of them. Their 
giving is a lesson as well a gift. They need to do the task without evading 
responsibility by practicing their knowledge and doing what is necessary. As a portion 
of their life’s work, the strong Neptune influence brings about a desire to assist others. 
They will then acquire more success and fulfillment in life. This allows them to become 
the masters of their destiny by aligning them with a higher purpose.  Since they are 
located in the Neptune column, they are naturally spiritual. True value is something 
they know. Psychic knowledge is even something they are aware of. Their knowledge 
branches out to the psychic and some have a great aptitude in this area. Many Five of 
Diamonds have a great aptitude in this area. Putting into practice what they know is 
where the difficulty comes in. That frequently takes a lot of hard work to eliminate 
because of the karma they bring to this life. There will be numerous problems if they 
are lazy.  
 
Relationships: Charm is frequently one of their qualities, however, there can be a 
sneaky and calculating way about them when it comes to romance. In many cases, 



they lose awareness of their feelings, as they get more enamored with analysis of the 
concept of love. Romance is a mind game for them.  With romance the Five of 
Diamonds is restless and fickle. Commitments are frequently avoided. Many have a 
hard time making a relationship work for very long because of this. They are viewed 
as some of the best lovers because they are quite romantic, charming and have a 
sexual aura. A huge challenge for them is the entire notion of marriage and longing for 
intimacy in love; one that they will surely be faced with often in the course of their life. 
As a Five, they do not want to return to the limitation that marriage can represent in 
some cases. Exploration and new journeys are what they are interested in. Those with 
humor and creativity are the kind of person they are drawn to. If they decide to, they 
can even be dishonest in this aspect of life. Educational sources such as books, which 
pertain to love and relationships, always take them up to a higher plane and increased 
happiness. Books have a big influence on them.  
 
Personality Connections: Someone who does not infringe on their lifestyle is who 
they want. Men Clubs are whom Five of Diamond women are attracted to and they 
can also be fascinated with Diamond males. Spade females strongly attract Five of 
Diamonds men. 
 
Confrontations: Ask them if they want to go travel across the entire country tomorrow 
and they will be ready to go the minute you call them. This Five is a paradigm of this. 
Their love of freedom, their desire to maintain security and a mark for themselves in 
this life cause internal conflicts. Traveling is a favorite and they are the type that might 
just take off anywhere. 


